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A CO^ roUCTr/ITY METHOD FOR THE M\ALYSIS OF 
FOBIlfC ACID IN THE rRESSNCS OF THS VOL/ITIIJ: 
FATTY ACIDS PRODUCSD FSRIgSniATION 
IiniRCDUCTIOM 
In the. study of the production of chemicals "by nicro-
organisnis, accurate and fairly rapid methods of analysis of 
the products foraed are needed. In particular the xrork on 
the utilization of agricultural wsistes "by nicrohiological 
action has been retarded by the lack of such Eethods. The 
use of conductivity aeasurenents in the analysis of such 
products -ffill be shotm in this thesis to give satisfactory 
results in certain cases. 
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REVIEVr 0? e£ETHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FORHIC ACID 
The follo?:ing methods have "been used for the determina­
tion of formic acid in the presence of one or more of the 
other volatile fatty acids. In each case typical references 
precede the discussion. 
Reduction of mercuric salts. Auerbach and Puddleman 
(1910), Auerhach and Zeglin (1922), Benedict ar»i Harrop 
(1922), Finche (1913), Franzen and Egger (I9II), Franzen and 
Greve (1910), Holmberg and Linherg (1923)> Oberhauser and 
Hensinger (1927), Ost and Klein (1908), Pregl (1917), Riesser 
(1916) and Dtkin-Ljubowzoff (1923). 
The reduced mercury salt can be weighed or deterjuined 
iodometrically. The method is accurate but time consuming. 
The reduction usually requires several hours of heating on 
a •sater-bath in the presence of suitable catalysts. The 
subsequent determination of the quantity of mercurous salt 
foraed also requires considerable time. 
Reduction of platinum chloride to metallic platinam. 
Bacon (1911) has used this method for the determination of 
small quantities of formic acid. 
Reduction of iodates. Cuny (1911). The method is like 
that used in the reduction of mercuric salts. First, the 
sample is refluxed with iodic acid, the solution having been 
made strongly acid -srith sulfuric acid, then the iodine lib­
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erated is distilled off and titrated -sitii sodiua ttiiosulfate. 
The Eethod requires as much time as that using tiie reduction 
of aercuric salts. 
Reduction of •potassium •permanp^ anate. Fouchet (1912), 
Grossman S23d Aufrecht (1906), Cberhauser and Hensinger (1927), 
Ost and Klein (1908), Tr^ ittier (1923). 
If the temperature^  concentration and time are properly 
regulated, the formates in a solution which has been made 
alkaline "with sodium carbonate isill "be oxidized by potassixan 
permanganate, while the acetates, etc. "will not. The method 
has been modified margr times, but has never become popular. 
The reduction of bromine. Joseph (1912), Oberhauser and 
Hensinger (1927). The first method "sras sh0"sjn to give unsat-
isfactoiy results. The second is claimed by the authors to 
be better. They treat the formic acid rith bromine in potas­
sium bromide, add an excess of standard sodium dihydrogen 
arsenite and titrate back Tsith bi»omine in potassium bromide 
using indigo carmenstyphinic acid 2:1 as indicator. The 
method is time consuming. 
The reduction of chromic acid. MacNair (18S7), Hicloux 
(1897), Ost and Klein (I9O8), Tsiropinas (I917). 
The method consists of boiling the sample with potas­
sium dichromate and sulfuric acid and titrating back "with 
potassium iodide and sodium thiosulfate. It has the ssme 
objections as other reduction methods. 
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Decoa'position "by concentrated sulfuric acid and seasure-
nent of the carbon monoxide evolved. Ost and Klein (1908), 
Wegener (19C3). "Eiie method holds only for concentrated so­
lutions. 
Reduction "by metallic inaCTiesium. Fenton and Sisson 
(1907). The method is not accurate enough for quantitative 
•work. 
Sis-Qlacement of the acetate hy the formate radical. 
Heeraann (1915)• The fonaic and acetic acids can be converted 
to the sodiuia salts and •vreighed, then by treatment -vyith formic 
acid the -cjhole can be changed to sodium formate, and again this 
is iiJei^ ed. The first •weight gives the sub of the "weights of 
sodiuia formate and sodiuE acetate, and the second Tfeight gives 
the "syeisht of the sodium forsate plus that of the sodiun: ace­
tate exDressed as sodiun: formate. From these t"9?o eouations 
the "weights of the forsic and acetic acids originally present 
can be calculated. The method has been criticised by Laufaann 
(1915) "ho reported that all the acetic acid "was not expelled 
even after several evaporations "crith formic acid. 
I^ lcro analytical methods. Wohack (1921). These are 
based on the reduction of mercuric salts and differ from those 
given above mainly in the quantities used. 
Separation by distillation depending; on the various rates 
of distillation of different acids. The method "sias first pre-
posed by Liebig (1849). Duclaux (1895) devised a method of 
—8— 
analysis >Jhich was "based on this principle. He distilled 
110 cc. of a solution containins 1 to 2 percent of acid. 
100 cc. of the distillate vzs collected in ten fractions of 
ten cc. each. The ratios between the sets of values obtain­
ed by titrating these fractions and those obtained on titrat­
ing the TThole sample are linovm as Duclauz's constants. These 
constants serve to identify any particular acid. By assuming 
that each acid in a mixture behaves as if it "Bere there alone 
IXaclaux extended his method to the analysis of mixtures. 
This procedure has been used by many investigators but has 
been subject to much criticism. Richmond (1895)j Upson, 
Plum and Scott (1917). 
Steam distillation. Dyer (1917) introduced a method of 
steam distillation. He aimed at keeping the volume app2?oxi-
mately the same by introducing steam. He regulated the 
source of heat and the supply of steam so that the level of 
the liquid in the flask did not alter appreciably. This meth­
od lessens one of the more serious errors in the "Duclaux pro­
cedure in that during the distillation of an aqueous solution, 
unless the solute has the same rate of volatilization as the 
solvent, the concentration of the latter •will change. RichmorKi 
(1895) found that in the case of formic, and to a less extent 
of acetic acid the rate of distillation is influenced by the 
concentration of the solution. In the case of an ordinary 
distillation in which the substance in solution distills at 
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a sloffer rate than the solvent, the solution •Jiill oecose more 
concentrated vrith the consequent alteration of constants. In 
an unknoTO mixture a correction cannot be applied -with certain­
ty in such cases. Variations in concentration, with conse­
quent alteration of constants \7ill "be reduced if the distilla­
tion is carried out at constant volume. The limits of vari­
ation can be reduced still further if 2?elatively large volumes 
of solution are distilled compared T;ith the volume of distil­
late collected. 
The folloT?ins table gives the data upon -which Dyer's 
method is based. It gives the comparative percentages of 
acid which distill over into the first 100 cc. fraction of 
distillate from a constant voliame of 150 cc. 
Table 1 
Formic Acetic Pro-Dionic: n-Butvric 
17.89 30.75 
• 
52.67 : 69.88 
« 
The volatility -with steam increases -^ ith the addition of 
CHg groups. Dyer repeated the above, ti"fcrating 10 cc, frac­
tions in each case and found that the percentage figure for 
the first; 10 cc. fraction is the distilling constant for 
each acid, "or is that percentage of the residual acid -srhich 
distills over in each successive 10 cc. fraction." Ee tras 
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able to shov? from theoretical calculations "based upon the 
a'Dove that the percentage of any single acid distilled over 
at any time is a simple logarithnic function of the cc. of 
distillate obtained. These deductions he checked experinent-
ally. He then ^ sas able to represent the percentage of acid 
distilled over for any given amount of distillate on a log-
arithrsic chart. For each individual acid this is a straight 
line. 
The identification of a single acid by this isethod is 
carried out as folloi?s: The total acid present is titrated 
"With C.l 11 alkali, the distillation is then so arranged that 
the anount of pure acid contained in the total I50 cc. vol-
UGe in the distilling flask is about 0.5 cc. For distilla­
tion the acid is liberated ivith an equivalent aEOunt of 0.1 
or 0.2 M sulfuric acid. Any convenient aaount of distillate, 
for example 100 cc,, is collected. This is titrated «ith 
0.1 N alkali sind the value obtained divided that secured 
in the original titration. The result will be the distilling 
constant of the acid for the first 100 cc. fraction of distil­
late. The nature of the acid distilled can be found by com­
paring the value obtained with the logarithiElc chart. 
Mixtures of acids upon distillation give curved instead 
of strai-3fit lines •srhen represented on the chart, "^ ith neigh­
boring acids these curved lines -v^ ill be very flat TJhile the 
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furtlier removed from each other the acids are in their rela­
tive positions on the chart, the greater Tfill be the "bulge 
in the curve. In the case of fonaic and acetic acids, since 
the distilling constant of each pure acid is kno^ n, and the 
distilling constant of the mixture is obtained, one can cal­
culate in tJhat proportion they are mixed. The use of the 
method T7ith mixtures of acids •which are not neighboring is 
questioned. Dyer states, "The lo'57est acid of the series in 
the mixture -ffill be Identified ^ ith certainty since it "srill 
eventually reach a point TJhere it "will begin to parallel some 
straight line on the chart -which represents that acid. This 
same point indicates where the other acid of the mixture has 
run out and reference to a table given TJill indicate with a 
fair degree of certainty the nature of this accompanying acid". 
Heilly and Hickenbottom (1919) do not agree vLth the above; 
they state, "By distilling an aqueous solution of a mixture 
of tv!o acids having different rates of volatilization, it 
becomes evident that as the distillation proceeds, the solu­
tion in the flask will become relatively richer in the less 
volatile acid, so that the solution gradually changes in 
composition iffith a corresponding change in vapor. It is ob­
vious, therefore, that althou^  a consideration of the log­
arithmic and other constants •Rill give an accurate idea of 
the composition of the vapor at any given time, it cannot be 
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applied 77ith certainty to the ccHsposition of the solution 
distilled. The aethod sugsested "by Dyer of taking the point 
at -sihich the logarithnic curve of the aixture "becoEes paral­
lel to that of the less volatile component is there open to 
a very 7:ide error, and can he only approxiisate." 
Donker (1926) suggested a aethod of adjusting the hy­
drogen ion ccncentration so that the formic acid uould distill 
over vjhile the acetic acid would not. Because of the small 
differences in dissociation constants in these tY70 acids the 
laethod T70uld appear to be difficult, if at all practical. 
Variations in solubility betT^ een adjacent Eeiabers of the 
fatty acid series or corresponding derivatives are usually 
small and sharp separations by the solubility nethod are hard 
to obtain. 
We TTere unable to find ary reference to methods for the 
determination of formic acid by conductivity methods. 
Solthoff (1923) 2- method for detennining the total 
volatile fatty acids by a conductometric method. He titrated 
the mixture TJith mercuric perchlorate, and obtained a sharp 
change, or break, in the conductivity curve due to the for­
mation of the slightly dissociated mercuric salts. He does 
not propose a method for the determination of the individual 
members of the series. 
-1> 
THEORY 
For a cosplete discussion of this subject one should 
read Kolthoff (1923). e^ v7ill give only a short review of 
the principles which one aust have in Eind in order to under­
stand the net hod of analysis -which •ne Iiave developed and to 
distinguish it from the conductometric titration "v?hich has 
been reported, ve "believe correctly, "by Solthoff (1923) to 
be not apolicable to this analysis-
The conductivity of an acid, or aixture of acids, of 
defirJ.te molarity depends upon the viscosity of the solution, 
tenperature, diasociation of acids and nobility of ions. 3y 
xising a dilute solution, about 0.0066 M at constant tesper-
ature and "cyorking -nith acids which are quite similar in cc«n-
position Tse largely eliminate the first tfro effects so that 
the conductivity depends largely upon the dissociation of 
the acids and nobility of their ions. If a strong base, for 
example potassiun hydroxide, is added to a dilute solution 
of a strong ncid, for exanple Ijydrochloric acid, there is a 
decrease in conductivity to the neutralization point, then an 
increase (Table 2)(C\irve I). This can be explained from the 
folloi^ ir^  table (Table 5). 
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Tal3le 2 
Data for the Neutralization Curve of 1.00 cc. of 
Konaal Hydrochloric Acid •glth Potassius Hydroxide 
: cc. Koraal Bridge A Specific : 
: Potassiiis Reading 1000-A Conductivity ; 
: Kvdroxide (A) X 10-* : 
: 0.00 (A) 747.8 2.965 26.77 ' : 
: 0.20 (B) 462.5 0.8603 23.28 
: 0.40 420.8 0.7265 19.68 
: 0.60 374.0 0.5974 16.18 : 
0.80 318.0 0.4661 12.61 : 
: 0.94 273.5 0.3765 10.19 : 
: 0.98 259.0 0.3495 9.47 : 
: 1.00 255.5 0.3431 9.29 : 
: 1.02 259.8 0.3510 9.51 : 
: 1.06 269.8 0.3695 10.01 : 
: 1.10 281.2 0.3912 10.59 : 
: 1.20 310.6 0.4505 12.23 : 
: 1.40 362.5 0.5686 15.40 : 
: 1.60 407.0 0,6862 18.59 : 
: 1.80 446.8 
< 
0.8077 
» 
21.88 : 
The temperature •eras maintained at 25?jl O.O5. 
(a) In the first reading the resistance in the other arm 
of the "bridge was 300 ohi2s« 
(B) In the cases of the second and all other readings, ex­
cept the first, 100 ohms resistance T7as used in the other "bridge 
Ta"ble 3 
Mobility of the Ions at 2*5^ 0. 
(Kolthoff 1923) 
Potassium 74,8 
Chlorijde 75.8 
Hydroxide I96. 
Hydrogen 350. 
All the deterainations in this work ivere laade on acids 
Form E-3 
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of nornalities varyiiiG "betTreen O.OO55 and 0.0080 21. Hjdro-
cliloric acid of tMs strength -sill be very largely dissociat­
ed and therefore the conductivity •sill be high due to the 
large niiaber of highly nobile hydrogen ions present. As j)o-
tassiiaa hydroxide is added the hj^ drogen ions are replaced by 
the less mobile potassium ions xmtil neutralization is reach­
ed. The addition of nore potassium hydroxide not? causes an 
increase in conductivity, because it increases the potassium 
ion concentration and adds sorse of the highly cobile hydro2^ 1 
ions. Eastman (1925) shoTJS nathematically that this end-point 
should check the true neutralization point "vyithin a f&s 
thousandths of one percent. 
If in place of hydrochloric acid we use a reak acid, for 
exanple formic, and again neutralize "Hith potassiua hydroxide, 
at first ttie conductivity deci^ ses as in the case of the 
strong acid, but it begins to increase before all of the 
acid is neutralized, and at the neutralization point the con­
ductivity increase becomes still greater (Curve 2)(Table 4). 
The fornic acid is not as highly ionized as the hydrochloric 
and thus the initial conductivity is less. As potassium hy­
droxide is added, potassium formate, which is highly ionized, 
is formed. This cuts dotm the ionization of the formic acid. 
A point is soon reached where the decrease in conductivity 
due to the decrease in hydrogen ions is less than the increase 
-17-
Table 4 
Data for the Keutrallzatlcn Cvrve of 1.00 cc. of 
yornal Formic Acid ^ Ith IToroal Potasslur] Hydroxide 
cc. normal 
Potassium 
Hydroxide 
Bridge 
Reading 
(A) 
A 
ICCO-A 
Specific 
Conductivity 
(x 10^ ) 
0.00 510.0 0.4493 4.054 
0.04 299.5 0.4275 3.361 
0.03 292.2 0.4128 3.728 
0.12 278.3 0.4030 3.640 
0.16 285.7 0.4000 3.612 
0.20 287.0 0.402A- 3.624 
0.30 298.7 0.4259 3.846 
0.40 31S.3 0.4667 4.214 
0.60 367.5 0,5810 5.246 
0.80 418.0 0.7131 6.485 
0.94 450.8 0.8207 7.411 
0.98 460.0 0.8518 7.692 
l.'OO 465.0 0.8691 7.8^ 8 
1.02 472.5 0.8957 8.088 
1.06 490.0 0.9609 8.677 
1.10 506.7 1.0270 9.264 
1.20 545.0 1.1980 10.820 
1.30 579.5 1.3780 12.440 
1.40 609.0 1.5570 14.060 
1.60 656.2 1.9100 17.290 
1.80 693.7 2.264c 20.440 
The temperature in this and other deterninations in this 
paper -was aaintained at 25°±.0.05. The resistance in the op-
Tjosite arc -was 300 ohms. Dilution •Rater 155 cc. 
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in conductivity due to the increase in nunber of potassium 
and fonaate ions. The location of this point depends upon the 
concentration of the acid. In a very dilute solution it T7ould 
approach the neutralization point. This EininuE is not a defi­
nite sharp "break" as in the case of a strong acid and strong 
base but a rounded "iiunp" rhich mates it unsuited for use in 
analytical vork,. THien the niniiaun part of the curve has been 
passed the conductivity continues to increase evenly up to the 
neutralization point, -Rhere there is a "break" in the curve, 
the conductivity increasing sore rapidly but. again evenly be­
cause of the increasing nmbers of the iaoi?e Eobile t^ rdixizyl 
ions, as in the case of the strong acid and strong base. 
TJhen a ^ eak acid, for example forsiic, is neutralized by 
a Tseak base, as arasorJ-uis l^ i'droxide, the curve (Table 6) 
(Curve 3) at first resembles that for a -^ esk acid and strong 
base. The large excess of acid present at first hinders the 
hydrolysis of the salt. The conductivity passes tliru a min­
imum and then increases as in the above case. In the vicin­
ity of the end-point lydrolysis becomes large and the con­
ductivity increases less rapidly. TThen an excess of the "neak 
base has been added the hydrolysis •srill be suppressed aisi 
there "will be no further measureable change in conductivity. 
The reactions from the beginning of the titration until 
l^ rdrolysis begins to tcke place are the came as in the case of 
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a "wea^  acid and a strons "base, ilear the neutz^ l point the 
lilghly ionized acsonlun forsate is hydrolyzed to formic acid 
and asinoniin 'nydrozide both of ^ hlch are "but siishtly ion­
ized in the presence of annsoniin; formate thus slcTJin^ ; up the 
increase in conductivity. After the end-point has been pass­
ed the addition of sore anrioniirj Inydroxide vrill cause practi­
cally no change in conductivity as amnoniun lij-droxide is but 
slightly ionized in the presence of its salts. In the con-
cent2?ations used in this Tnorl: the increase in conductivity 
due to the presence of more base is balanced by the decrease 
due to the dilution of salt solution. The end-points in the 
last t"SJO cases may differ considerably froa the true equiva­
lence points. Vihere such differences affect our nethod they 
will be discussed later in this paper. For a complete dis­
cussion of the subject one should refer to Kolthoff (1923) 
and SastEan (1925). 
It is possible to determine a strong acid and a Tjeak 
acid or ti?o viezk. acids of very different dissociation con­
stants, in the sas-e solution by a single titration vrith an 
alkali. The stronger acid is neutrs-lized first, then the 
"Weaker, so that there are breaks in the curve corresponding 
to the amount of each acid present. Eolthoff (1923) shosrs 
that this nethod cannot be used if the ratio of the dissoci­
ation constants of the t-sro acids is less than lOQC or if the 
-21-
aofcillties of the anions of the two acids are nesrly the same. 
The volatile fatty acids have dissociation constants 
TShose ratio at the nost, in the case of formic and propionic 
acids, is less than 16. 
Table 5 
« 
m 
: Acid DiSEOCiation Constant (x 10®): 
« 
: ForEic 20.5 (rooa temperrture) : 
: Acetic 1.86 (roo2 tes-oerature) ; 
:?roi5ionic 1^ 31 (25°) : 
:3utyric (K) lAQ (25°) 
; Valeric (13) 
• 
1.6 (25°) : 
The first four values are fror. Landoldt Bfirnstein (1927). 
The value for valeric acid is fr-o- Lrir-doldt Bfirnstein (1923). 
The dissociation constant for EEEonius hydroxide at 25° 
is liS X lO"®, />s stated ahove, if a ^ eaJs acid is titrated 
"S7ith a weals: base, a point is reached, soon after the true 
neutralization point, "beyond ^ 7hich there is no further change 
in conductivity on the addition of nore base^  This point is 
about six pciHjent higher than the true neutral point for the 
volatile fatty acids in the concentrations trhich we use. A 
correction factor has been determined to take cai»e of this 
difference* Ileutralization curves are given for forsic acid 
(Curve 5) (Table 6), acetic acid (Cmrre 5) (Table 7) and a 
aixture of equal parts of the ti^ o acids (Curve 4)(Table 8). 
In each case vfe have plotted the specific conductivities 
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Table 6 
Data for the ?Ieutre.li2ation Curve of 1.00 cc« 
T?ormal Formic .Acid t?lth IToraal Aaaonlua Hydroxide 
cc, Koraal 
Anjsoniua 
Hydroxide 
Bridge 
Reading 
(A) 
h 
lOCO-/^  
Specific 
Conductivity 
X 10^  
0.00 310.0 0.4493 4.057 
0.05 297.8 0.4241 3.830 
0.12 288.5 0.4050 3.657 
0.20 237.5 0.4034 3.643 
0.25 289.5 0.4074 3.678 
0.40 318.7 0.4676 4.222 
0.60 367.8 0.5818 5.254 
0.80 417.4 0.7164 6.469 
0.94 449.6 0.8169 7.377 
0.98 457.6 0.8426 7.608 
1.00 460.4 0.8513 7.703 
1.02 461.3 0.8562 7.731 
1.06 462.2 C.8593 7.759 
1.08 462.6 0.8606 7.771 
1.10 462.6 0.8606 7.771 
1.20 462.6 
1 
0.8606 7.771 
Temperature = 25®C.+0.05 
Dilution Hater 155 cc. 
Resistance in opposite arE of bridge 300 ohms. 
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TalPle 7 
Data for the Neutralization Curve of l.OO cc. 
Noraal Acetic Acid igith Korsal Amaoniun Hydroxide 
CC, Normal 
Arumoniun 
Hydroxide 
Bridge 
Reading 
(A) 
A 
ICCC-A 
Specific 
Conductivity 
{x lO') 
0.00 124.2 0.1419 1.281 
0.04 115.0 0.1300 1.174 
0.08 118.3 0.1342 1.212 
0.10 124.8 0.1426 1.287 
0.40 245.8 0.3258 2.942 
0.60 320.0 0.4705 4,248 
0.80 378.0 0.6077 5.592 
0.94 417.0 0.7152 6.457 
0.98 427.4 0.7463 6.739 
1.00 430.6 0.7559 6.838 
1.02 432.5 0.7590 6.853 
1.06 454.0 0.7667 6.923 
1.08 454.0 0.7667 6.923 
1.10 454.0 0.7667 6.923 
1.20 434.0 0.7667 6.923 
Temperature = 25OC.+0.05 
Dilution "water = 155 cc. 
Resistance in opposite arm of "bridge = 300 ol33S. 
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Table 8 
Data for the Keutralization Curve of a I'lrture 
of 0.5 cc. of Ilornal Formic and 0.5 cc. I-Iormal 
Acetic Acids •vrt.th. Homal .Aimnoniuin Hydroxide 
: cc. Hormal 
: Arjnoniu22 
: Hydroxide 
Bridge 
Reading 
(A) 
a 
1000-a 
Specific : 
Conductivily : 
{x 10^ ) : 
; 0.00 3^ t3.0 0.3210 2.898 : 
: 0.06 227.2 0.2940 2.655 : 
: 0.12 221.0 0.2837 2.562 
: 0.16 222.7 0.2865 2.537 : 
: 0.40 279.5 0.3879 3.503 : 
: 0.60 243.3 0.5224 4.717 
: 0.30 299.2 0.6644 5.999 
: 0.94 433.7 0.7626 6.868 : 
0.98 443.2 0.7960 7.188 : 
1.00 446.0 0.s050 7.269 
: 1.02 447.4 0.8090 7.319 : 
: 1.06 448.7 0.8140 7.35c 
: 1.08 448.7 0.8140 7.350 
: 1.10 448.7 0.8140 7.350 : 
: 1.20 
• 
448.7 0.8140 7.350 
7eapei»£ture = 25°C.4jD,05 
Dilution -^ ater = 155 cc. 
Resistance in opposite arm of bridge = 500 ohas. 
'i I 
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i against cubic centimeters of normal arnionium igrdroxide added, 
also in eacli case there V8.3 present at the start one cuhic 
I 
; centineter of normal acid. As would be expected from the 
closeness of the dissociation constants it is not possible 
: to detect any brea3s:s corresporjding to the quantities of the 
I individual acids present (Ciirve 4). 
It will be noted that the specific conductivity of for-
i nic acid is considerably hi^ er than that of acetic. For a 
I S^ ven total acid concentration the conductivity is greater 
1 the aore fonaic acid there ia present in the mixture. The 
; specific conductivities are not straight line functions of 
I 
; the quantities of acid present. If the former are plotted 
: as ordinates and the latter as abscissae, a curve is obtained 
which sho"srs that the conductivity is not directly proportion-
; al to the acid concentration. This holds true in the case 
I 
; of -pxxre acids as well. As we increase the concentration of 
: the acid the percentage dissociation becomes less. 
Theoretically this should be true for any acid because 
if we complete the curve to the point of one hundred percent 
acid concentration, it will reach a maximum and then decrease 
to zero. 
A study of the data secu2?ed showed that for the concen­
trations used, the specific conductivity is really an anti-
log function of the quantity of acid present. This point 
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"be nore fully discussed in connection •with the equations 
•which "we have developed for the calculation of the analytical 
results. Curve 6 shows the specific conductivities of vari­
ous fixtures of formic and acetic acids, when the total acid 
concentration is tv;o cubic centimeters of noir^ al acid in 157 
cvhic centimeters of solution. Five points were determined 
eicperiiuentally for each curve. The point on the left shows 
the specific conductivity of -pure formic acid of this con­
centration, the next point was determined using C«50 cc. of 
acetic and 1,50 cc. of formic acids, the third point was de­
termined using 1,00 cc, of each acid, for the fourth point 
1.75 cc. of acetic and 0.25 cc- of formic acid were used, 
and for the point on the right 2.00 cc. of normal acetic 
acid Tjere taJcen. A smooth curve was draxvn thru the points 
obtained. Curves 7-10 were obtained in the same manner. 
Sach point on Curve 7 refers to 1.75 cc. total normal acid, 
on Curve 8 each point represen-ts 1.50 cc., on Curve 9, 1.25 
cc,, on Curve 10, 1.00 cc.. Curve 11 shows the changes in 
conducti-vity •ffhich take place as the concentration of the 
formic acid is increased, and Curve 12 "sas determined for 
acetic acid in the same "aray. In both 11 and 12 we are deal­
ing with the single acid only. Table 9 gives the data from 
Which Curves 6-12 were obtained. 
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Table 9 
Date for Curves 6-12 Sh.o'fflnp: the Effect of Increased 
Acid Concentration on Sr>eclflc Conductivity 
Also the Relative Effects of Fonnic and Acetic Acids 
cc. Nor­ cc.Normal Bridge A Specific : 
iCxarve mal Acet­ Formic Reading 1000-A Conductivity; 
ic Acid Acid (A) U 10*) : 
: 6 0.00 2.00 395.8 0.6551 5.915 i 
0.50 1.50 364.3 0.5731 5.175 : 
1.00 1.00 322.2 0.4755 4.294 : 
1.50 0.50 262.8 0.35^  3.217 : 
2.00 0.00 168.6 0.2026 1.829 
: 7 0.00 1.75 379.1 0.6105 5.508 : 
0.50 1.25 341.5 0.5186 4.683 : 
0.85 0.90 308.6 0.4462 4.029 : 
1.25 0.50 259.5 0.3504 3.164 : 
1.75 0,00 160.5 0.1910 1.725 
: 8 0.00 1.50 360.2 0.5630 5.086 : 
0.30 1.20 335.0 0.5038 4.549 : 
0.75 0.75 278.8 0.4040 3.648 : 
1.20 0.30 218.6 0.2798 2.527 : 
1.50 0.00 150.2 0.1768 1.596 : 
: 9 0.00 1.25 337.3 0.5090 4.596 : 
0.25 1.00 312.5 0.4545 4.104 : 
0.60 0.65 271.7 0.3731 3.369 : 
1.00 0.25 204.0 0.2563 2.314 : 
1.25 0.00 139.4 0.1620 1.463 : 1 1 o
 
i rH 
0.00 1.00 310.0 0.4493 4.057 : 
0.25 0.75 280.6 0.3901 3.523 : 
0.50 0.50 243.0 0.3210 2.898 : 
0.75 0.25 192.3 0.2380 2.194 : 
1.00 0.00 124.2 0.1419 1.282 : 
: 11 2.00 395.8 0.6551 5.915 : 
1.75 379.1 o.6io5 5. 508 
1.50 360.2 0.5630 5.086 : 
1.25 337.3 0.5090 4.596 : 
1.00 310.0 0.4493 4.057 : 
' — — —— — — — 
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Table 9 (Continued) 
:Curve 
cc.Horaal 
Acetic 
Acid 
cc.Komal 
Forsiic 
Acid 
Bridge 
Reading 
(A) 
A 
1000-A 
Specific 
Conductivity 
(x 10^ ) 
: 12 2.00 168.6 0.2026 1.829 
1.75 160.3 0.1910 1.725 
1.50 150.2 0.1768 1.596 
1.25 139.4 0.1620 1.463 
1.00 
4 
12^ .2 
1 
0.1419 1.282 
Temperature = 25®C.+0,1 
; Dilution water in each case = 155 cc. 
 ^ Resistance in opposite arm of "bridge = 300 otcas. 
j 
Form E-3 -so-
' ' i sw 
JSi 
Ccjpdqt'^mfy 
rrrr 
!•: •! rt 
1  .  • :  
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It is of interest liere to coinpare our values for the con­
ductivities of solutions of acetic acid in this range with 
those of Kendall as given hy Hraus (1923). Kendall expresses 
Ms conductivities in terms of equivalent conductances in re­
ciprocal obms "Which "Ere shall designate as E and Ms concen­
trations in terms of ''dilution in liters per equivalent", 
7?hich ve shall designate as V. Our conductivities (Table 9) 
(Curve 12) are expressed in terms of specific conductivities 
in reciprocal ohms Tvhich ise shall designate by S. Our dilu­
tions are expressed in cubic centimeters of normal acid plus 
155 cubic centimeters of rrater, "which is obviously most 
easily designated by cc. To compare the t"f70 sets of values 
it was necessary to convert them to like units. T7e chose 
arbitrarily specific conductivity and dilution in liters per 
equivalent as units. The da"ta from Kraus's "!7ork "which inter­
est us in this range are given below. 
Table 10 
V & 
15.S16 6.561 
31.63 9.26 
63.26 13.13 
126.52 18.30 
253.04 25.60 
506.01 35.67 
S = — (Equation 1) "Where N is the number of 
equivalents of solute present per li"t€r of 
solution (By definition) 
® = vToob 2> 
In Table 9 of our data "He iiave the nunber of cubic centi-
neters of normal acid added to 155 cubic centiiaeters of ffater 
from whicla V may be readily calculated. Table 11 gives 
Kendall's data expressed in terms of specific conductivity 
and dilution in liters per equivalent, and Table 12 gives 
our data expressed in the sane units. The values were plot­
ted (Curve 13) nfith crosses representing Kendall's data, 
circles representing ours, and the agreement is very satis­
factory. As -Ke "Vfill sho"R later, our method does not demand 
erbrene accuracy in the measurement of conductivity in order 
that it nay give satisfactoiy analytical results, the agree­
ment shoTin here being far greater than that required. 
Table 11 
: V S{j:10^ ) : 
; 15-816 4.15 : 
: 31.63 2.927 : 
; 63.26 2.08 : 
: 126,52 1.44 : 
t 253.04 1.01 : 
: 506.01 0.706 : 
Table 12 
: V : SCxlO-*) ; 
: 156 : 1.282 : 
: 125 : 1.463 : 
: 104.4 : 1.596 : 
: 89.5 : 1.725 : 
: 78.5 1.829 
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t 
i EXPERIMENTAL \ I I— • 
i 
I Solutlona 
j The prinary standard used t»as Ijydrochloric acid which 
I t7aa standardized by precipitation as AgCl. 
» 
I The potassium hydroxide vras standardized o-- titrating 
t 
I against the standard hydrochloric acid using nethyl orange 
i 
I as the indicator. 
i 
I The volatile fatty acids used -ffere standardized "by ti-
! trating against the standard potassiuin r^ rdroxide using phen-
I 
j olphthalein as the indicator. The solutions of volatile 
I 
I 
I fatty acids were nade fron san^ iles trhich "SJere prepared by 
i t 
I taking the purest acids available and fractionally distilling. 
i 
j The affisjoniun hydroxide was standardized by titrating 
i 
I against the standard hydrochloric acid using mettyl orange 
i 
I as the indicator. The volatile fatty acids and the annHonium 
hydroxide all had a normality of 1.00+0.005. 
i 
i As a further check on the concentrations the volatile 
i 
' fatty acids •ffere titrated against the aansonium l^ droxide 
potentiometrically and found to be equivalent. 
All apparatus used was calibrated •srith the sase degree 
of care that should be used in aqy exact analjrtical work. 
The apparatus 
"Which maintained a 
Apparatus 
used consisted of, first, a thermostat 
temperature of 25®±P«05'» As the mobili-
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ties of the ions hacve&se fron 1.5^  per degree in the case 
of hydrogen to 2.7 % in the ca^ e of the carttonate ion, close 
temperatiire regulation is necessaiy. The therraostat 'vvhich 
s^,s made in the department shop consisted of an iron tank, 
painted T;ith a lacquer on the inside and covered with as­
bestos "board on the outside. The stirring motor and heat­
ing coils -were on the same 110 volt A.C. circuit. The re­
lay which -sas in the control circuit •was run by tivo diy cells. 
These cells must be tested regularly because if their volt­
age becomes Iotj the relay "will not function properly and con­
sequently the tesperature control isill be faulty. The type 
of relay ^ shich uses a transformer and is connected in the 
alternating current circ\ilt cannot be used because of its 
noise. A mercury coliasm "make and break" regulator T?as 
used. A double pole single thro^  sT?itch having the isotor 
and heating circuit on one side and the control circuit on 
the other nas placed upon the operator's table, so that it 
•was possible to shut off the apparatus -Efhen taking a read­
ing. This "Was seldom necessary. 
A Kohlrausch bridge (Leeds and Sorthrup 4258) was used. 
This bridge has a 470 centimeter if»ire of about 7 ohms re­
sistance "Which is divided into 1000 divisions with half di­
visions indicated. Our readings vere accurate, that is re­
producible, to 0.25 divisions. The tifo plug controlled end 
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colls vere eacti adjusted to 4,5 times the resistance of the 
slide wire, ai^  were accurate to 0.1 percent. 
A direct current cannot "be used in the determination of 
conductivity because electrolysis would occur and the prod­
ucts set free at the electrodes would set up a "back E.Ii.P. 
and alter the resistance of the liquid, "by interposing'a 
layer of gas bet-seen the liquids and the electrodes; these 
effects are included in the term polarization. To avoid 
this an alternating current is used. Reilly, Rae and "Wheeler 
(1925) give the follo'sing as the requirements tfhich isust be 
fulfilled if the current is to be satisfactory for this work: 
(1) The alternations should be siifficiently rapid and 
the quantity of electricity passing at each alternation 
should be small so that no appreciable chemical change oc­
curs. 
(2) The quantity of electricity passing in one direction 
should be exactly equal to that passing in the other - if a 
anall excess passes one way this T7ill produce exactly the 
same electrode effects as a direct current of th€ saae laagni-
tude. 
(3) The source of alternating current should give a wave 
of pure sine form. If this condition is not fulfilled and 
iiarmonics or overtones are present it is difficult to get a 
good minimum in the telephone. 
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Taylor and Acree (1916) iiave shoTO that witii platinized 
electrodes appreciable -differences in the value of the appar­
ent resistance aay "be produced "by a change in frequency of 
the Eeasuring current, so that the jjoint of balance for the 
fundamental frequency Trill not "be the same as that of the 
overtones, -sith the result that a good sound minirsus cannot 
be obtained. 
The induction coil was used by Kohlrausch and Holbom 
(I898). The best results t?ere obtained 'Sfith small coils 
having fe^ w turns of rire, so that the total quantity of 
electricity passing at each pulse was small: the moving parts 
of the coil being small and li^ t, a high note was obtained 
to uhich the ordinary telephone and ear. are sensitive. This 
type of instrument tJas found to be unsatisfactory in our 
work; it cannot be used ^ Jhen accuracy greater than 0.2 % is 
required, since the cxirrent departs veiy much from the ideal 
requirements. Oscillograms obtained from induction coils 
(Taylor and Acree, 1916) contain a nxjEber of harmonics and 
"When the area of the positive and negative loops are meas­
ured it is found that a considerable unidirectional current 
is present. Since the sum of the t)so currents in opposite 
directions is not zero polarization must occin*. 
The microphone hummer (Leeds and Horthrup #9856) gave 
fairly satisfactory results in this work. The frequency is 
i . -39-
j constant since it is niaintained "by a 1000 cycle tianing fork, 
i 
i This fork actuates the microphone and the current thru the 
i 
; microphone also passes thru a transformer, from the secondaiy 
I 
j of •which the aagnet that keeps the fork in vi"bration is sup-
i plied, /iji extra suMivided -prinding on the transformer has a 
i number of terminals on the top of the case fros T7hich current 
1 
i at different voltages "but the same frequency may be obtained. 
I The vave form of the nlcixjphone hui^ aer has a number of har-
I Eonics V7hich may interfere vi?lth the precision of setting the 
I bridge. This difficulty is somewhat lessened if a telephone 
i 
I receiTer is used vrith its resonance point adjusted to the 
frequency of the microphone hummer. (Leeds and Northrup 
Catalog 10) The huisimer was kept in a covered box "which had 
a layer of cotton on the bottom and ms lined with cloth to 
make it practically sound proof. All of the determinations 
which appear in this paper "Sfere made originally using this 
apparatus. 
"f*hile the microphone hummer can be used in this -sork 
the Vreeland oscillator, Leeds and Northrup (1925), gives 
more satisfactory current. The apparatus is ncaseless and 
its mve form is free from jharmonics. (Taylor aisd Acree 1916) 
"^ e have the Leeds and Northrup #9840 apparatus. This form Is 
arranged to give frequencies of 1000 or 500 cycles per second, 
it is arranged to use 110 volt D.C. and consists of a mercuiy 
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j vapor tube provided "with one cathode and anodes. The 
: current passes along a split circuit each arm of which in-
• eludes a resistance, an inductance and a gap bet-sreen the 
; cathode and one of the anodes of the mercury vapor tuhe: the 
; nercury arc thus has tTf?o symmetrical paths bet-s^ een the cath-
I ode and the t^ wo anodes. The circuit which produces the os-
: cillations is shunted across the t'wo anodes and contains 
i two inductance coils and a capacity. A current in these 
i 
coils deflects the arc to one anode nore than the other: 
I this produces a potential difference between the two anodes 
i and a larger current passes in the inductance, charging the 
I 
I condenser. The latter then discharges in the opposite di­
rection, reversing the current in the inductance and the 
direction of deflection of the mercury arc, and the con-
j denser becomes charged •with the opposite sign. This pro-t 
cess continues, and the working current is taken off by two 
secondary coils, which may be arranged in series or paral­
lel depending upon whether a high or low voltage is required. 
A further adjustment is possible from the fact that a switch 
is provided to change the field coils fix>m a series to a 
I 
parallel connection. Since in the latter case their induct­
ance is one quarter of its value when the series connection 
is used the frequency will be doubled by changing from ser­
ies to parallel, the capacitance remaining constant. 
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Tlie tiro important types of detectors in use are the 
• alternating current galvanoiaeter and the telephone receiver. 
: The former has several advantages over the latter. It is 
necessary to keep the current on but a short time in finding 
the balance point thus decreasing the chances of heating and 
; polarization. Absolute silence is not necessary and the 
t 
direction of the deflection gives at once the side of the 
i bridge •which has the larger resistance. Any creeping of the 
! pointer after balance sho'frs the presence of heating or polar-
! ization. For lo"?7 connes^ cial frequencies the galvanometer is 
: preferred. For hi^ er frequencies, especially lOCO cycles 
i 
I 
! per second, the telephone receiver is twenty times as sensi­
tive as the galvanometer. This high sensitivity is due to 
the characteristics of the human ear coabined •sjith those of 
: the receiver. The sensitiveness of the telephone is so great 
that it is Kninaitly satisfactory. T.e used a tunable tele­
phone receiver. 
To avoid or remedy stray fields, induction effects, etc., 
it is necessary to surround certain parts of the apparatus 
with earthed iron cases; for an excellent discussion of these 
troubles the reader is referred to Reilly, Ra«, and iSheeler 
(1925). 
The conductivity cell used vas inade from a 250 cc. pyrex 
Erlenmeyer flask by sealing two glass tubes, each having an 
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= electrode, into the sides. To increase the risidity of the 
apparatus, thin pieces of glass rod ijere used to connect the 
foxir corresponding comers of the ttfo electrodes. The elec­
trodes vere made of heavy platinum pieces about one-half 
inch square and placed about one inch apart. A clean plati-
i num electrode gives a poor null point due to polarization; 
; a considerable range of silence is obtained and the notes 
I heard on the t-57o sides of the minimun are not of the same tone. 
' Polarization is decreased by platinizing the electrodes. 
I Thick layers of platinum may cause changes in the solution 
i Offing to catalytic action or selective adsorption, and ty 
f 
; ma^ ng it difficult to wash out previously used solutions. 
• using a three percent solution of chlorplatinic acid and 
: reversing the poles every half minute for eight minutes we 
i secured a very satisfactory deposit. This was freed from 
I 
i occluded gases by electrolysing a dilute solution of sulfur-
i 
i ic acid in the cell for half an hour, introducing a third 
: platinum electrode as the anode and having the two electrodes 
of the conductivity apparatus act as joint cathodes. The 
: cell was hnng loosely on a burette clajnp in such a way that 
: it could be shaken without removing it from its support. The 
level of the water in the thermostat should be above the lev­
el of the liqxxid in the cell, 
A 2.00 cc- burette, graduated to 0.02 cc. and readable 
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I to 0.01 cc. •was used. This had a long tip which was dratm 
: out at the end so that it was possible to touch it to the 
: surface of the solution in the cell after each addition of 
reagent; this insured that the reading on the "burette really 
! shored the quantity of reagent "srhich had "been added to the 
i cell- There •was negligable error due to diffusion from the 
finely dra"S7n out tip •srhich vias in contact •5>ith the cell 
• liquid only an instant, 
j 
I It was found advisable to leave "the conductivity cell 
j in the "bath during the run, the "burette t?as talien from its 
stand, the desired amount of reagent run into the cell, the 
! tip of the "burette "was allo"ffed to touch the s-orface of the 
! liquid in the cell, the "burette "sras replaced on its stand, 
: the cell •sias shaken and the bridge reading taken. The neT? 
; equilihriua is reached quickly. It is not necessary to 
( 
I 
shake the cell violently or for a long time, A fe"w t^ wists 
i are enou^ . Neither is it necessary to repeat the shaking 
( 
and reading to "be certain that equilihriua is reached. 
Cell Constant 
The cell constant was de-bersained "by using s. KCl 
solution at 25°C, Landoldt Bdmstein (1925) gives 138,65 as 
the value of the equivalent conductivity of this solution. 
The dilution -water •which is used to make up this standard SCI 
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solution should "be the same as that used to dilute unknoras. 
Froa equation 1, 
S = (138.65)(0.02) = 2.7750 X lo'^  
1000 
From the TJheatstone "bridge equation, 
R:X = A:B (1) 
TThere X = resistance of the solution in the cell. 
R = taiO"?m resistance 
A and B = the two parts of the "bridge 
BR X = resistance 
1 __A = conductance of solution in the cell 
V a ^ BR 
S = = specific conductance (3) 
"w = specific resistance 
X = (4) 
1 = distance "bet-sveen electrodes 
d = cross section of electrodes 
S zz-k-
V 
_ 1 1 
~ X d 
Z =^ 4- = SX 
d 
s 
Tj- _ BR 
q — a k 
br 
The "bridge has 1000 scale divisions. 
B = 1000-A 
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S = A  ^(ecuation 5) 
1000-A R / 
K = —^ = S A (eaization 6} 
—, (1000-A) R 
1000-A 
Table 13 gives an example. 
Talkie 13 
: R A A A ; iOOO-A (1000-A) R , 
: 100 505.8 1,023 1,023 X 10"" : 
: 200 671.8 2.046 1.023 X 10"^  : 
: 250 719.2 2,561 1,024 X 10"2 : 
: 300 75^ ,7 3-075 1,025 X 10-2 . 
• 
k = c2,773u10-^) = 2,709 x lo'^ 
1.0236 X 10-3 
The cell should "be checked occasionally against a stand 
ard KCl solution. If used carefully it tfill stay constant 
for a long time in the type of solutions "Hhich occur in such 
analyses. The constant did not change during the runs laade 
in this work. We saturated the electrodes ulth hydrogen oc­
casionally "by making then the negative poles in a dilute sul­
furic acid solution and connecting to a couple of dry cells. 
This operation appeared to aid in keeping the null point 
sharp "but did not change the cell constant. 
The glass used in conductivity -srork should "be fairly old 
as neT? glass is much more soluble than old. 
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Procedtire 
155 cc. of water of a specific resistance of about 
2 X 10^  oiiBS "were used. This is ahout the quality of Tjater 
TThich is obtained upon distillation froa glass apparatus. 
As will be shoim later the ezact value of the specific con­
ductivity of the -Brater used need not be kr.otm in this •work, 
nor is it necessary for other woiiers to use water of the 
saae specific conductivity as that "which we used. In fact, 
a ^ ater of higher conductivity than "would be used by aiiy 
reasonably careful viorker, does not cause a sufficient error 
to vitiate the results. A quantitative study of the effects 
of diffei'ent grades of livater is given later. 
The desired amount of normal acid was placed in the con­
ductivity flask to which was added 155 cc, of dilution water 
froia a calibrated narrow Eouth flask. This gave a solution 
from 0,0065 "to G.013 noraal in acid, "JThen the solution is ti­
trated with normal alkali the effect of dilution upon the con­
ductivity is small. Another reason for using such a large 
cell is the rather low concentration of acids in the distil­
late of sonie of our fenaentation mixtures. 
To run a complete curve the bridge reading (A) was tak­
en after each addition of alkali, from tables —__4-— 
ICOO-A 
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obtained and as S = (equation 5) 
K - 2.709 X 10"^  
R = 300 (used unless otlierwise specified) 
S = l^ A 9-05 X 10"* 
In tlie ordinary analysis it is not necessary to talce 
cisny points "before the end-point. In fact it is not advis­
able to do so as normal annaoniun liydroxide loses strength 
rather quickly tJhen e^ osed to the air. The initial reading 
should "be accurately determined, as it is froiii this reading 
that -we calculate the specific conductivity of our acids. 
Usually the oxjerator "will kno"w the total acid concentration, 
fron a previous titration so the amEonium hydroxide can be 
run in rather quickly to this point, then added 0.05 cc. 
at a time until two readings check. This constant reading 
is used to calculate the specific conductivity of the salt. 
In case the operator does not knot? the total acid concen­
tration it is necessary to run in the alkali about 0.02 cc. 
a time until the end-point is nearly reached and then 
0.01 cc. at a tinje until the bridge readings become con­
stant. The end-point may be obtained in either of two •ways. 
The values obtained may be plotted, specific conductivities 
s^ ainst cubic centimeters of alkali added, then by extend­
ing the ascending and horizontal lines a point of intersec-
! —4-8— 
I tion "Sill "be obtained •Bhich gives the number of cubic centi-
aeters of normal acid (Curve 14) (Table 6)» !Phe extended 
lines referred to above are sho^  by the broken lines, whose 
intersection gives the end-point. This method has several 
disadvantages» First, it is tine consuming, second, it is 
easy to make a sufficient error in dra^ ying the lines to af-
i 
feet the result by several pe2?cer!t, and lastly, the end-
point obtained, even if the -work has been carefully carried 
I out, is not the true equivalence point. (Eastman 1925) A 
second method Trhich "He have worked out arbitrarily gives 
more satisfactory results and requires much less time. If 
I 
j the total number of cubic centimeters of normal ammonium 
i 
I hydroxide "Bhich must be added before the conductivity be­
comes constant is divided by the factor l.C^  the result 
j gives the number of cubic centimeters of normal acid origi-
i 
i nally present in the solution. We obtained this value, 1,06, 
1 
by running a number of neutralization curves, on various 
1 
i acid solutions of knoim composition and noting the qiiantity 
i 
of normal ammonium liydroxide "which must be added before the 
conductivity becaiae constant. This value, 1.06, is applica­
ble only in the range of concentrations with which we are 
i working. The relationship between equivalence and the quan­
tity of ammonium hydroxide which must be added before the 
conductivity becomes constant was disciissed before in the 
section on theory. 
P^ PPV HO'VN i/h 
ft 0/ 60 8 0 J.V 90 SO yo £0 
^ -67- 2-a 
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Accuracy of Data 
The specific conductivity of a solution can be easily 
determined -with a degree of accuracy far greater than is 
necessary for quantitative vrorfsu The errors, other than 
those incidental to any quantitative procedure, are due to 
instability of reagents and to the presence of substances in 
• 
the solution which affect the conductivity other than those 
substances for iRhich we are analyzing. Tie were able to check 
results repeatedly over intervals of several months using the 
asme standard normal azamoniuB i^ rdroxide. This vi&s aade up 
in quantities of several liters, and ^ ras kept stoppered at 
all times except 'when it was necessary to allow soce air to 
enter so that the alkali could run out. The solution became 
soiue-what clouded but its strength did not change enough to 
affect the results. 
Table 15 gives the results of a study of the effect of 
the quantity of dilution "Sater used on the specific con­
ductivity found. In the case of acetic acid the error is 
negligible,the addition of more water causing cnou^  more 
acid to ionize to keep the conductivity nearly constant. In 
the case of the forraic acid -which is sore highly dissociated 
the effect is greater. The peTOentage error •!?ill be less 
the raore concentrated the acid, as the ionization decreases 
•with concentration. In the case of the salts the error is 
t 
i 
i -Talkie 15 
i J Srrors due to Dilution 
cc. cc. Bridge A Specific Average 
Itcrmal Dilution Reading 1000-a Conduc­ Error per 
Solution TTater (A) tivity cc. of di­
(X 10^ ) lution 
vsiter 
(15a) 1.00 155.0 124.2 0.1420 1.232 
Acetic 155.5 124.2 0.1420 1.282 
Acid 156.0 124.2 0.1420 1.282 0.08 
157.0 124.1 0.1418 1.280 
158.0 124.0 0.1416 1.278 
(15b) 1.00 155 310.0 0.4493 4.057 
Ponalc 156 309.4 0.4480 4.045 
Acid 157 308.8 0.4466 4.032 0.26 
158 503.4 0.4458 4.025 
159 307.8 0.4446 4.015 
(15c) 2.00 155 434.0 0.7667 6.923 
AnaDonlum 156 432.7 0.7626 6.885 
Acetate 157 431.7 0.7595 6.858 0.46 
158 430.5 0.7558 6.829 
159 429.6 0.7527 6.797 
(15d) 2.00 155 462.6 0.8608 7.771 
Aainoniusi 155.5 461.8 0.8580 7.747 
Formate 156 461.0 0.8552 7.722 0.49 
157 459.6 0.8504 7.678 
158 458.5 0.8467 7.645 
159 457.4 0,8430 7.612 
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greater than in the case of acids as •would "be expected 
from the relative degrees of ionization of the tT7o types 
of compounds. 
The degree of care required in msLking dilutions is no 
greater than that required in ajij ezacting analytical pro­
cedure of the laboratory. In those cases where it is neces-
aary to krxm only the specific conductivity of the acid or 
acids and not the change in conductivity upon neutraliza­
tion only ordinary care need "be taken in diluting. 
Errors due to using different kinds of dilution "water 
in analysis. In order to use the diagrams and equations de­
veloped in this paper an investigator should use water of 
ahout 2 X 10® ohm resistance. This is the quality of water 
distilled from pyrex. The same quality of water should he 
used for diluting unknowns that is used in making the staai-
ard potassium chloride solution with which the cell constant 
is determined. 
A dilution water of the a"bove qxiality was kept in this 
laTx)ratory in a tin container which had a loose cover for a 
month. During this time it did not change enough to affect 
our results in an appreciable degree. 
Ss. (1.00 cc. of Normal Formic Acid with 155 cc. of 
dilution water) 
7/32/28 
8/51/28 
Date Specific conductivity (X 10*) 
4.05^ 
4.057 
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I (2 cc. of formal Ammonium Acetate "sjitii 155 cc. 
of dilution Tsater) 
Date Specific ConductiTity (X 10^ ) 
7/W28 7.771 
8/3V28 7.771 
Table 16 
Specific Conductivities of Ordinary La'poratory 
Dilution "iftaters 
"?7ater 
Hesistance 
in opposite 
arm 
Bridge 
(A) 
A 
1000-A 
Specific 
Resistance 
Specific 
Conductiv-
ity(X10®l 
1 9000 
18700 
110.0 
204.0 
0.1263 
0.2563 
268,000 
269,000 
3.720 
3.716 
2 9000 
18700 
142.5 
257.5 
0.1673 
0.3468 
198,000 
198,000 
5.032 
5.023 
3 9000 
18700 
157.0 
280.0 
• 
0.1862 
0.3890 
178,000 
115,000 
5.604 
5.640 
Water #1 was prepared "bj redistilliijs tap distilled Tfater 
frojn pyrer containers. 
VTater #2 tras prepared "by distillation of tap -water from pyrex 
i containers. 
! 
I water #3 "sas ordinary tap distilled -srater. 
I The values given ahove -Rere secured tTith our apparatus 
I "ffithout any Eodifications» As this set-up was not designed 
! for high resistance •srork the above values do not checls: very 
i well and they may "be off further than the lack of agreeaent 
i would indicate. However, we are not interested in the ab­
solute values of resistance for this water "but rather in the 
1 
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I effect •ffhich ifaters of different resistances have on our 
results» Using the above dilution waters the specific con­
ductivities of a solution of 1,CX) cu"blc centimeters of foraic 
5 
I acid in 155 cc, dilution water were as follows (Table 17): 
j Table 17 
I 5rrors Due to Use of Different Grades of 
i Dilution Water 
iT^ ater R A 
1000-A 
Sp. Cond» 
(X 10*) 
Maxinun : 
Error : 
: 1 300 309.7 0.4485 4.050 0.35^  : 
: 2 300 310.0 0^ 4493 4.057 
: 3 
* 
300 
% 
310.4 0*4501 
* 1 
4.064 
* 
Dilution T^ aters .fl and #3 above have the extrane values 
for specific conductivity which will be net with. ISb trouble 
will be e^ erienced in obtaining water which falls between 
those two values. New conductivity water has a very low 
specific coi^ iuctivity. Water that has stood a long time in 
new glass or which, has been exposed to the air, will show a 
relatively hi^  conductivity so that either of these would 
cause an appreciable error, if used. A correction can be 
made for the conductivity due to the water but if ordinaiy 
care is taken in following the procedure this is not neces­
sary. It 323ust be renembered that we are proposing a method 
for the analysis of acid fixtures and that we are not inter­
ested in slight errors in physical constaiits insofar as 
these errors do not affect our analjiilcal results. 
DIAGRfigS 
I Construction of Diapyama 
\ The data for Dlagraias 1 and. 2 "were obtained from solu-j 
: tlons in which the total acid content -was Imown, so that all 
I 
I that was needed -was the initial and final specific conductiv-
! 
! ities, 
i 
I On Diagrara 1 v?e have plotted on the vertical planes, as j 
j ABCD, the specific conductivities of the various iaiztu3?es of 
! fomlc and acetic acids as ordinates, the percentage compo-
I sltion, total acid "being taken as 100 in each case, is shoTO 
j by the abscissae. Each vertical plane represents a definite 
[ 
I total acid composition* The front plane ABCD gives the spe-
I ciflc conductivities of various mixtures of formic and acet-
I Ic acids "Where the total acid concentration is one cubic 
j 
I centimeter of normaX. We may consider this either as secured 
t 
I from the data in Table 9 , or as Curve 10 on the front face 
i 
! of the three dimensional figure, ABRQTDCD. The next vertical j 
; plane EPG-H (Table 9)(Curve 9) represents 1.25 cc. total nor­
mal acid; the next IJSL (Table 9)(Curve 8) 1,50 cc; the next 
HNO? (Table 9)(Curve 7) 1.75 cc.; the rear plane QRST (Table 
9) (Curve 6) 2.00 cc. The left side of each plane represents 
pure formic and the right side pure acetic. 
Each profile plane represents the same ratio of acids 
but different total acid composition, that is, the mol 
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D/acjram / 
^pac/fic Conducfi^/tio-s 
Corr?p05ition 
/o JO /o 50 6a 7o 80 90 /tx> 
P<zrceof CIL,COOH 
I 
I K 
I 
i i ^ * 
1 * 
* |fraction is a constant for each plane but the sun of the cc. N. 
I varies from one to tT;o. The profile plane on the left, AQTD 
1(Table 9 )(Curve 11), shows the specific conductivities of 
( 
Idifferent, quantities of pure fomic acid, fron one to two cc. 
f 
I of noinal, with 155 cubic centimeters of -water. The profile 
plane on the right, BRSC (Table 9 ) (Curve 12), refers to pure 
acetic. Those profile planes be;.,Teen the above t7?o represent 
different mixtures as indicated. For example, a plane paral­
lel to the above tvo and midway bet"??een thea "vrould show the 
specific conductivities of mixtures of the two acids in which 
the quantities of each are equal. 
On the horizontal plane, ABRQ, the Z axis represents 
I the total quantity of acid present, the X axis the ratio of 
i 
I the two acids. 
I 
Diagram 2 is similar to Diagram 1 except that here the 
vertical axes represent not the specific conductivity of the 
I acid or acids present in the original solution, but the 
I 
i change in specific conductivity which takes place upon 
! neutralization. This diagram gives us one more value for 
I 
I each acid mixture. Its accuracy is of about the same order 
;as that of the specific conductivity diagram, certain errors 
i creep in due to extra opei^ tions and calculations required 
"While certain other errors cancel or are disinished. Unless 
there is an acid or a base present in the solution as an im­
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purity, the change in conductivity should "be practically 
independent of small variations in procediire, such as temper­
ature, volume of solution, conductivity of dilution water, 
all of "Bhich should affect the conductivities of the acids 
and resulting salts in the same direction. The effect while 
it is in the seme direction is of a different degree, so 
that the accuracy is of about the same order as that in the 
case of Diagram 1. Either has a sufficient degree of accura­
cy for ar^ lytical work. Table 14 and Curves 14-20 shois the 
component parts from •which Diagram 2 is made. As the method 
is exactly similar to that used in Diagram 1 "Be tJill not dis­
cuss it further. 
The use of three component diagrams -sould seem to de­
serve Tiider use than it has received in cases T7here it is 
not i)ossible to derive simple equations and -sjhere equations 
are derived -with certain assumptions vJhich may not be fully 
legitimate. In our case tre have proven that our assumptions 
are legitimate. The diagram is constructed from a number of 
points "Which are determined experimentally, every line on it 
"being deteiTOined by these points, so that no assumptions are 
made in its construction. The diagirams -^ hich we propose "sill 
be criticised on the grounds that they are not dra^ Fn to scale, 
that in the front planes ten centimeters represents only 1.00 
cubic centimeters of total normal acid i^ hile in the rear 
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Table 14 
Data for Chame in Cocductlvlty Biai^ raEi 2 
: Nonaal 
: Acid 
: (cc) 
Bridge 
Reading 
(A) 
Specific 
Conductivity 
(X 10^ ) 
Chai^  in: 
Specific: 
Conduc- : 
iCHsCOOI^ HCOOH 
• • 
Initial Final Initial Final Initial Fir-al tivity : (X lO'^ ) : 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
310.0 
337.3 
360.2 
379.1 
395.8 
462.6 
515.2 
558.9 
592.8 
623.4 
0.4493 
0.5090 
0.5630 
0.6105 
0.6551 
0,8606 
1.063 
1.266 
1.456 
1.655 
4.057 
4.596 
5.086 
5.508 
5.915 
7.771 
9.599 
11.422 
13.147 
14.945 
3.714 : 
5.003 : 
6.336 : 
7.639 : 
9.030 : 
: 1.00 
: 1.25 
: 1.50 
: 1.75 
: 2.00 
124.2 
139.4 
150.2 
160.3 
168.6 
434.0 
488.3 
530.0 
566.1 
592.0 
0.1419 
0.1620 
0.1768 
0.1910 
0.2026 
0.7667 
0.9544 
1.128 
1.305 
1.451 
1.282 
1.463 
1.596 
1.725 
1.829 
6.923 
8.618 
10.185 
11.784 
13.102 
5.642 : 
7.152 : 
8.589 : 
10.059 : 
11.273 : 
: 2.00 
: 1.50 
: l.OC 
: 0.50 
: 0.00 
0.00 
0.50 
l.OC 
1.50 
2.00 
168.6 
262.8 
322.2 
364.3 
395.8 
592.0 
602.5 
610.8 
617.9 
623.4 
0.2026 
0.3564 
0.4755 
0.5731 
0.6551 
1.451 
1.516 
1.570 
1.617 
1.655 
1.829 
3.217 
4.294 
5.175 
5.915 
13.102 
13.689 
14.177 
14.602 
14.945 
11.273 : 
10.472 : 
9.883 : 
9.427 : 
9.030 : 
: 1.75 
: 1.25 
: 0.85 
: 0.50 
: 0.00 
0.00 
0.50 
0.90 
1.25 
1.75 
160.3 
259.5 
308.6 
341.5 
397.1 
566.1 
574.5 
581.2 
585.3 
592.8 
0.1910 
0.3504 
0.4462 
0.5186 
O.6io5 
1.305 
1.350 
1.387 
1.412 
1.456 
1.725 
3.164 
4.029 
4.683 
5.508 
11.784 
12.191 
12.525 
12.760 
13.147 
10.059 : 
9.027 : 
8.496 : 
8.077 : 
7.639 : 
: 1.50 
: 1.20 
: 0.75 
: 0.30 
: 0.00 
O.OC 
0.30 
0,75 
1.20 
1.50 
150.2 
218.6 
278.8 
335.0 
360.2 
530.0 
535.2 
543.7 
552.8 
558.9 
0.1768 
0.2798 
0.4C40 
0.5038 
0.5630 
1.128 
1.153 
1.191 
1.236 
1.266 
1.596 
2.527 
3.648 
4.549 
5.086 
10.185 
10.412 
10.755 
11.1611 
11.422 
8.589 : 
7.885 : 
7.107 : 
:6.612 : 
6.336 : 
: 1.25 
: 1.00 
: 0.60 
: 0.25 
: 0.00 
0.00 
0.25 
0.65 
1.00 
1-25 
139.4 
204.0 
271.7 
312.5 
337.3 
488.3 
491.9 
502.7 
510.3 
515.2 
O.i62o 
0.2563 
0.3731 
0.4545 
0.5090 
0.9544 
0.9684 
1.011 
1.042 
1.063 
1.463 
2.314 
3.369 
4.104 
4.596 
8.618 
8.745 
9.129 
9.409 
9.599 
7.152 : 
6.431 : 
5.760 : 
5.305 : 
5.003 : 
: 1.00 
: 0.75 
: 0.50 
: 0.25 
: 0.00 
0.00 
0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
O.OC 
124.2 
192.3 
2^ 3.0 
280.6 
310.0 
434.0 
440.9 
448.7 
455.9 
462.6 
0.1419 
0.2380 
0.3210 
0.3901 
0.4493 
0.7667 
0.7886 
0.8140 
0.8378 
0.8606 
1.282 
2.149 
2.898 
3.523 
4.057 
6.923 
7.121 
7.350 
7.565 
7.771 
5.642 : 
4.972 : 
4.452 : 
4.042 : 
3.71-^  : 

Speciftc CondachV/tj/ Change X 
^ .0^ » co >0 
i 
•rrr -ni 
II II! I 
mil II Hi ill 
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Diac^ram Z 
Charj^<zin3pedfic CondacfjV/fy 
Compos/fjon 
V 
^Y / / ' 
10 10 30 40 SO 60 TO SO 90 
P<^rcJ^r?i- CH^ COOH 
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planes it represents 2.00 cubic centimeters. It is tme 
that our diagrans do not as good a picture of the actual 
conditions as one drafm to scale "by saving the X axis of the 
front plane half the length of the corresponding axis of the 
rear plane (Diagraias 5 and 4) • Such diagrains are hosjever 
sore difficult to read than 1 and 2. Furthersore, no as­
sumption, and therefore no error, has been made in construct­
ing 1 and 2 in the Eanner that •V7e did. Each profile plane 
represents a certain sol fraction, each vertical plane a cer­
tain total acid composition ai^  the horizontal plane has its 
values clearly marked so that each datum plotted has the same 
signif'icsnce that it "Bould have if plotted on diagrams 3 and 
4. 
Use of the Siapyams in Analysis 
This is pei^ aps most readily shomi by examples. The 
distillate which is Isnotm to contain acetic and formic acids, 
should be stoppered as soon as it has distilled over. A one-
hole rubber stopper fitted with a soda-lime tube is used. 
The latter is bent so that the part of the tube "which con­
tains the soda-lime hangs doTm beside the flask. This is 
done to eliminate the danger of any of the reagent getting 
into the distillate. An aliquot part of the distillate is 
noTf taken and titrated Trith standard potassixjs hydroxide 
using phenolphthalein as an indicator. One can noi? calcu-
j 
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Diagram «-3 
Spec if/c Conduciivity 
Change C om position 
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Iste the mca'ber of cubic centimeters of this acid "^ hich 
isust be added to the dilution water in order that 156,5 ec. 
of the resulting nixture shall contain approximately 1,50 
cc, of 1^ 1 acid. The quantity, 1.50 cc., of normal acid 
is taken because its conductivities are plotted in the cen­
ter of the diagrara and a considerable error in the quantity 
of dilution water added would not throf; the results so far 
off that the diagraia could not be used. An acid 53 percent 
stronger or "Weaker than that specified could still be deter­
mined, as the total acid present 77ill be found by the titra­
tion. The acid is made up to 156.5 cc. as this was the vol­
ume of the total solution ^ rhich we had -^ rhen Tse determined the 
specific conductivities of the various mixtures of acids 
whose total acid concentration "was 1.50 cc. of normal. As 
stated above, -when we were securing the values for the con­
struction of the diagraia "vre added 155-0 cc. of dilution 
water to different quantities of the acid, from one to two 
cubic centimeters of normal, "^ e found that this method was 
easier to carry out in this work than the usual one of mak­
ing up to a constant volume each time and that the values 
checked those obtained trj the latter method well within the 
limits of other e:^ erlnental errors. As will be seen from 
the section above on the effect of the q'oantity of dilution 
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•water used the error of the greatest nagnitude T7ill occur 
in the change in conductivity of forcic acid upon neutraliza­
tion, If instead of 1.50^  cc nomal acid 7?e had 2.00 cc,, 
then on neutralization we would have 158.5 cc. of salt solu­
tion instead of 158,0 cc. An error of 0.50 cc. in dilution 
in the case of sodium formate would cause an error of 0.25 
percent in the result (Tahle 15d). The sace would hold if 
we had only 1.00 cc, of norsal instead of 1.50 cc, 
A narrow necli flask was calibrated to deliver 152.5 cc, 
of liquid. The calculated aaount of acid solution was placed 
in this flask and enough dilution water was added to make up 
to volume. The whole was poured into the conductivity cell. 
The flask was then rinsed with two portions of dilution wat­
er of 2.0 cc, each, the rinse water "being added to the flask 
to bring the total volucse up to 156,5 cc. The specific con­
ductivity of the mixture was taken, the normal ansnonium hy­
droxide added, at first quickly up to as near the neutral­
ization point as one can safely go. If the initial titra­
tions and dilutions are made carefully it is safe to add 
1.50 cc« of alkali at once, after which It should be added 
0,01 cc. at a time until the bridge reading becomes constant. 
The number of cubic centimeters of alkali which must be add­
ed divided by 1.06 gives the number of cubic centimeters of 
normal acid present. The use of the factor 1.06 was explain­
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ed alx)Te in the section on theory. If care Tras taien in 
the original titration 'Bith. jratassium hydroxide the subse­
quent dilution, "When one divides by 1.06, the number of 
cubic centiineters of noraal amaoniun hydroxide required to 
bring the conductivity to a constant value, the result ol>-
tained •will be 1.50 + 0.02 cc. In fact ve found that, un­
less vre were sose^ Jhat doubtful as to the accuracy of our 
dilution, it •sfas not necessaiy to get the exact end-point. 
v?e took 1.50 cc. as the total noraal acid present. To get 
the change in specific conductivity -we ran in I.50 cc. of 
normal alkali, found the bridge reading and then ve added 
alkali O.Olcc. at a time until two bridge readings checked. 
By this aethod it is necessary to take but four or five 
readings for an analysis which speeds up the TOrk. 
The folloT?ing is a typical example: 9.95 cc. of an un­
knot required 1.20 cc. of 1.159 K sodium hydroxide, using 
phenolphthalein as iisiicator, to neutralize. Therefore, 9*95 
cc. contained 1.391 cc. of noiroal acid. Thus it isras neces-
aarj to add 10,73 cc. of the acid solution in order to have 
1.50 cc. of H acid present in the 156.5 cc. This was added 
to 145,80 cc. of dilution water. The bridge reading "ffas 
218,6 which corresponds to a specific conductivity of 2,527 
X 10 (Resistance in opposite ana of bridge 500 ohms). 
1,59 cc. of ammoniicn hydroxide were added "before the "bridge 
reading became constant. Using the factor 1,06 mentioned above it 
was found that there were I.50 cc, of normal acid present. Tie final 
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bridge reading \7as 555*2 •which corresponds to a specific 
conductivity of 10.412 X lO""^ . 
Fron the facts that there -nerel.SO cc. total normal 
acid present, and that the specific conductivity "was 2.527 
A 10 , it is possible by referring to Diagraa 1 to find the 
ratio of the tvo acids present. The acid sixture fihich "vye 
have must be represented by a point on the vertical plane 
"Which sh0"57s the specific conductivities of various mixtures 
of acid "VThose total noraal acid content is 1.50 cubic centi-
neters. The point on the curve in this plane "SJhlch repre­
sents a specific conductivity of 2.527 X lo"^  is directly 
above the 0,8 ppint on the base line of this plane, "57hich 
signifies that the acid vras made up of eight parts of acet­
ic and t^ o of formic. 
To locate the point on the diagram one can mark off on 
the vertical edge of a card a distance (Aa) corresponding "to 
a specific conductivity of 2.527 X 10""* on the diagram, then 
slide the lower horizontal edge of the card along the 1,50 
cc. line (ed) In the horizontal plane until the length mark­
ed off on the edge of the card corresponds to the distance 
(cd) fixjm the line to the 1.50 cc. curve. This point (d) on 
the horizontal plane represents a defini"te composition "trhich 
can be read directly from the diagram. "When one has become 
more familiar with the use of the diagram a pair of dividers 
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or a coapass -will "be foiind to "be Eore satisfactory in locat­
ing points. 
The change in specific conductivity was 7.885 X lo"""^ . 
Froa diagran 2 it "SJill be seen that the point (c) on the I.50 
cc. curve in the vertical plane, -^ rhich represents a change 
in specific conductivity on neutralization of 7.885 X 10*^  ^
as shoTOi "by Aa or eb, is directly above the 0.80 point (d) 
on the 1.50 cc, line in the horizontal plane which again sig­
nifies that the acid present is tTsenty percent formic and 
eighty percent acetic. 
There were present in the original 10^ 73 cc. of acifi 
1.50 X 0.80 = 1.20 cc. of norsal acetic acid and 1.50 X 
0.20 = 0.30 cc. of normal formic acid. The sample was there­
fore 0,112 normal in acetic acid and 0.0279 noraal in fonaic 
acid. 
In case the number of cubic centimeters of acid pres­
ent, as found "by the conductivity titration, does not come 
out exactly 1.50 cc. of normal the diagrams can still "be 
used. Th^  hold for Buy values of total normal acidity be­
tween one and tTO. It must be remembered that the exact 
volume of the aliquot taken from the original sample must 
"be knoTO. 
Let us ass\rse that in the above case the analyst took 
10.00 cc. of the unkno"wn •»ith the follo'sing results: 
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Initlal specific coiiductivity 2.401 X IC""* 
Final specific co33ductivity 9*645 X 10*~^  
CiiaEise in specific conductivity 7.244 X 10~^  
1^ 47 cc. of alirali was required to "brins the specific 
conductivity to a constant value. 
1.47 divided "by the factor 1.06 gives 1.39 as the number 
of cubic centineters of normal acid present in 10.00 of 
the original. 
The positions •which the 1.39 cc. lines occupy on the 
profile and horizontal planes are given by (fj), (gh) and 
(fg). Its position in the vertical plane isay be dratm in, 
Tfith sufficient accuracy, as r^ e have the 1.25 cc. and 1.50 
cc. lines in their respective vertical planes, by assiming 
that each point on this line will occupy a position of 
25 
the distance between the 1.25 and 1.50 cc. lines from the 
1.25 cc. line. !rhis is not absolutely correct as lines -which 
represent equal differences in total acid concentration are 
not equal distances apart, but become closer together as the 
acid concentration increases, A correction factor nay be se­
cured for each point by reading fron the diagram the ratio of 
the distances between t^ ro adjacent sets of lines which repre­
sent equal differences in total acid concentration. "We have 
made such corrections and found that the effects •crere not ap­
preciable. 
In an actual determination it is not advisable to dra^  
in the •Khole vertical plane curve. In the case that •ffe are 
considerir-s, one should dra"?? a horizontal line (jk) a distance 
above the 1.39 line on the horizontal plane vshlch corresponds 
to a specific conductivity of 2.401 X 10~^  on the diagram as 
shD\m "iy (Ao) or (fj). It is not necessary to draisr this line 
across the whole diagran, if one reaembers that the point 
•!7hich "576 seek Bust lie  ^of the distance beti^ een the 1.25 
and 1.50 cc. vertical curves from the 1.25 cc. line, as -well 
as on the horizontal line. Two points (p and s) on the 1.59 
cc. vertical curve can no"VT be dra"sni in near the point r.heve 
this cuinre Hill intersect the above horizontal line. These 
points vJill determine "v^ ith sufficient accuracy the direction 
of the curve in this region. The point (r) tyhere this 1.39 
cc. vertical plane curve intersects the horizontal line re­
presents a specific conductivity of 2.40 X 10""^ . The point 
(Diagram l) at ^ yhich the 1.39 cc. line in the vertical plane 
represents a specific conductivity of 2,4 X 10'"' ie directly 
over the 0,8 point (v) on the 1.39 cc. line in the horizontal 
plane, indicating that the acid present is made up of eight 
parts of acetic to tT?o of fonnic. Using diagraa 2 in the same 
•F?ay the point (r) in the 1.39 cc, vertical line which corre­
sponds to a change in conductivity of 7.2^  X lO"^  as shoim by 
(Ao) or (fj), is directly above the 0.8 point (v) on the 1.39 
cc. line (fg) in the horizontal plane. 
There are: (1.39)(0.8) = 1.11 cc. of 1^ 1 Acetic acid 
(1-39H 0.2) = 0.278 cc. of Il/l Fonaic acid 
in 10.00 cc, of original. Therefore the original •was: 
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0.0278-noraal ir forcic acid and 0,111 nornal in acetic acid. 
Effect of the Presence of Higher Fatty Acids 
Other Than /icetlc unon the Accuracy of the Siafyas 
The above diagrams Tjere constructed fros data obtained 
TTith foiaic -nd acetic acids and mixtures of these ttJO. The 
question naturally arises as to the accuracy of the nethod 
if in place of pure acetic ne have sixtures of acetic, propi­
onic and "butyric acids present Tilth the fornic, or in extreae 
cases if acetic acid -Rere not present at all but merely a 
aixture of fonaic and propionic, •which cosoinatlon tfould ap­
pear reasonable. Propionic is taken because its conductivi 
differs from that of acetic nore than does that of the other 
fatty acids above foimic. Admittedly r.e had better use a 
fonaic-propionic acids diagraa in a case of this kind, for, 
as T7ill be seen from Table 18, Guides 22-23, the naxiisim error 
would be nearly five percent in this case. This error TOuld 
increase froa zero in the case of pure foraic to five percent 
in the case of pure.propionic. A aethod for calculation of 
the above error is given later. 
The above escaaple is an isprobable maxiaua, as it is 
very unlikely that ai^  Invest i^ tor isould as suae that a sam­
ple of pure propionic acid was a laixture of foraic and acet­
ic acids. It is given to sho"H the maxinum possible error. 
As an organism Tshich produces formic acid is quite unlikely 
to produce more than one other acid in large quantities the 
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probalDle error in the above case "becones saall, especially 
if one uses the diagran or equation which was derived for 
the higher acid present in greatest quantity. As ve have 
reasonably satisfactory qualitative tests for the volatile 
fatty acids (Dyer (1917)) it is not difficult to choose the 
proper equation. 
Table 18 
3r>ecific Conductivities of Va^ ous Concentrations 
of (a) ?rot)ionie and (bO Butyric Acids" 
(155 cc. water in each case) 
(a) A Specific 
cc, rloiTnal Bridge 1000-A Conductivity 
Propionic (A) (X 10^ ) 
1.00 107.8 0.1282 1.092 
1.25 119.4 0.1356 1.224 
1.50 130.0 0.1494 1.349 
1.75 139.0 O.I6I5 1.458 
2. CO 148.0 0.1737 1.568 
(b) 
cc. Normal 
Butyric 
0.1254 1.00 111.5 1.131 
1.25 124.2 0.1419 1.281 
1.50 134.7 0.1557 1.406 
1.75 144.2 0.1685 1.522 
2.00 153.2 O.I8O9 1.634 
specif ic Coodacti\^ify XI 
... 
iiliJiilUil Lliililii Liiiliiii 
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The above diag2*ai3S are presented as a new inethod of ex-
ar:ining data. . lie liave developed a method by h^ich a datum 
taken Tiith conductivity apparatus can be converted into per­
centage composition by use of a three dicensional diagram, 
The bisgest value of our diagraa, at least in our present 
•''orlc, is not in the interpretation of data but in proving 
the validity of the equations TJhich v:e develop to fit these 
data. 
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SG0/,TI0I7S 
It is usually more satisfactory to substitute values in 
an equation and solve for results, than it is to read re­
sults fron a diagraja. This is especially true when the dia-
graiE represents three coEponents. For the alcove work we have 
developed an equation TJhich holds very "nell for a fixture of 
fornic acid with soay one other volatile fatty acid and a 
modification of this which nay "be used for formic acid in 
mixture fiith several other volatile fatty acids with a maxi-
muai error of four percent. 
Let us assume a mixture of formic and acetic, remember­
ing in this case that no error is made if we take propionic, 
butyric or valeric acid in place of acetic. 
Let P = cc. of normal formic acid present 
A = cc, of normal acetic acid present 
T = total cc. of normal acid present 
P + A = T (Equation 7) 
lichen Curves 6-11 ai^  Diagram 1 are examined it is seen 
that the specific conductivities of the mixtures are not the 
sum of individual specific conductivities. It was necessary 
to find some simple function of the specific conductivity 
which would straighten out these curves. ~:e found that if 
—3 
we e35pressed each conductivity as a number times 10 , 
Ex. (0.7107)(10 then took the antilog of the first factor 
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and plotted this against cubic centineters of normal acid 
clianged these curves to lines •which •were nearly straight 
(Tahle 19)(Curves 23-28). This is really the saae as taking 
the logarith23 of the number of cubic centineters and plotting 
that against specific conductivity, but •nhile the latter is 
the laore usual nethod the fonaer "was better suited to our 
putoose. 
Tith the aid of this antilog function we developed the 
next equation: 
Antilog S' (Antilog + -4- (A^ stilog (Eqna-
 ^ tion 8) 
S' is that nuaber -prhich multiplied by 10"^  gives the specific 
conductivity of the Hizture. 
S'pj is that number •which multiplied by IC"® -sill give 
the specific conductivity "which a sample of this total acid 
concentration "sould have if it -were pure formic acid. 
is that number "svhich multiplied by 10"® will give 
the specific conductivity •which a sample of this total acid 
concentration •tjould have if it •s?ere pure acetic acid. 
S* is determined. and S'are read from the dia­
gram (1), 
Combining equations 7 and 8 above: 
Antilog 3*-,J = Antilog S'  ^(Antilog S* ,>j) 
— Antilog s' "• (Antilog s'^^) 
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Table 19 
Antllop; Data for Egtiations 2-4 and for 
C'ainres 2^ -30 
: cc. 
: Normal 
t Foraic 
cc. 
Konnal 
Acetic 
Specific 
Conductivity 
(X 16^ ®) 
Antilos of : 
First : 
Factor : 
: 2.00 o.oc 0.5915 3.904 : 
: 1.50 0.50 0.5175 3,292 i 
: 1.00 1.00 0.4294 2.688 : 
0.50 1.50 0.3217 2.097 : 
: 0.00 2.00 0.1819 1.524 : 
: 1.75 0.00 0.5503 3.555 I 
: 1.25 0.50 0.4683 2.940 : 
: 0.90 0.85 0.4029 2.529 : 
: 0.50 1.25 0.3164 2.072 : 
: 0.00 1.75 1 
a
 
*
 1.488 : 
: 1.50 0.00 0.5086 3.226 : 
1.20 0.30 0.4549 2.850 : 
: 0.75 0.75 0.3648 2.316 : 
: 0.30 1.20 0.2527 1.790 : 
: 0.00 1.50 0.1596 1.444 : 
: 1.25 0.00 0.4596 2.882 : 
: 1.00 0.25 0.410!^  2.573 : 
: 0.65 0.60 0.3369 2.172 : 
: 0.25 1.00 0.2314 1.704 ; 
: 0.00 1.25 0.1463 1.401 
: 1.00 0.00 0.4075 2.556 : 
: 0.75 0.25 0.3523 2.251 : 
: 0.50 0.50 0.2898 1.949 : 
: 0.25 0.75 0.2149 1.614 : 
: 0.00 1.00 0.1282 1.343 : 
SO 60 70 So 90 lOO ZO 30 
Percent C/i^ COOH 
Form £-3 
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= Antilog S' - Antilos +-|- Antiiog 
 ^= T (Antilos S' - iLntllos 9) 
(Antilog S'pj - Antilog S'^ )^ 
As -we usually desire to 3siio-w the percentage of the total 
acid "Which is fonaic rather than the number of cubic centi­
meters of normal present we can omit the T in the above equa­
tion and T7e have, 
Percent for.10 = ^^ 0) (.o.uation 
Equation 10 T:as tested using various mixtures of the tv:o acids, 
and the values obtained "were compared TJith those given by the 
diagram. The following table sho"efs the agreement. 
Table 20 
: Total 
; Acid 
Specific 
Conductivity 
fx 1041 
Percent Formic : 
Diagram Equation I 
: 1.50 1.596 00.0 00.0 : 
: 1.25 5.000 40.0 40.2 : 
: 1.75 2.401 12.1 12.1 : 
: 1.25 4.200 82.5 82.9 : 
: 1.50 2.527 4 20.0 > 19.4 : • 
To illustrate the method of calculation r.e -sjill take 
the last example above. 
T = 1»50 
S'-priC Table J) = (0,5086) (10"®) Antilog of first factor 
3.226. 
S*AT (Table 9) = (0.1596) (10"^ ) /aitilos of 1st factor 
1.444 
S' (aeasured)(0.2527)(10"®) /mtilog of 1st factor 1.789 
Percent foraic = 1.T89 - 1»W x loo = 19.36 
3*226 - l.w^ 
In case T is not one of the values for rhich and ffT 
S* -nere deterairied, the latter values can "be obtained froa J-kX ' 
Graphs 11 and 12. 
In case propionic or butyric acid is present in place 
of ac€tie or S* _ can be obtained froH Table 18 or ?T BT 
Graphs 22 and 23. 
The above equation •«7as developed for a sixture of fornic 
acid Tyith one other volatile fatty acid. It has been shoim 
above that the presence of other volatile fatty acids than 
those sought i^ ould cause considerable error. The next equa­
tion developed aisplies to those cases •where the operator is 
uncertain as to TJhat acids he has present. 
For the volatile fatty acids above formic, the greatest 
difference in specific conductivity occurs between acetic 
and propionic, the conductivity of butyric and valeric acids 
approaching that of acetic. If we take the average (S'^ .^ ^^ ) 
of and as a value to be substituted for 
S'gj in Equation 10 ve should cut doTm the chances of 
a large error. 
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From the values for (Table 9 ) and S'p.j (Table 18) 
"se obtain the folloT/ing: 
Table 21 
T 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 
0.1186 0.1544 0.1472 0.1592 0.1698 
Tav 
The siasimuia error that could be caused "fcy using the above 
values, or interaediate values fron Curve 31, "would occur in 
the cases "where the sample contained pure acetic or pure pro­
pionic acids. It is very improbable that an investigator 
Hould have a pure acid and yet have no idea as to the compo­
sition of his sample, but "we give this exaaple to shov? the 
maximum error nhlch is approached if this general fonaula 
is used. 
Using this formula. 
Percent formic = Antllog S* - Antllog fico'i 
Antilog S'ptj, - Ahtilog 
(Equation 11) 
for 1.00 cc. pure acetic: 
S* = 0.1282 (Table 9) 
*^Tav ~ 12.86 (Table 21 or Curve 51) 
= 0.4057 (Table 9) 
Percent formic would be calculated as: 
Antiloff 0.1282 - Antilos 0.1186 non^  - 4. 
Antilog 0,4056 - AntlloS 0.1lfi5 ^   ^
Pure propionic acid "would give the same evTor in per­
cent "Sfith opposite sign. 
Form E-3 
85 
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Sveiy factor in the analysis tends to cut dc??n the atjove 
error. The presence of forclc acid, or of other acids, cuts 
it doTtm. A Dixture of equivalent quantities of acetic and 
propionic acids "sould give correct results. Pure butyric 
acid or valeric acid would give fair results. 
For 1.00 cc. of pure "butyric: 
* S* = 0.1151 (Tahle 18b), = 0.1186, = 0.4057 
Percent fornic "should be calculated as: 
AntilOG: 0.1131 - Antilog 0.1186 ^  ion - i 
Antilog 0.4057 - Antilog 0.1186 * 
If one had a aixture containirig forsic, one other vola­
tile fatty acid in considerable qxiantity, and others in snail 
amounts he should use forsula 10 as developed for the higher 
fatty acid "which he has present in largest amount. An idea 
of the composition of the acid unlcnoTO could be obtained by 
using the qualitative tests proposed by Dyer (1917). 
If the above procedure is followed carefully the results 
obtained and tiae required compare very favorably "sith those 
of any of the present nethods. 
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SDI52^ /JSD COITCLUSIOHS 
A quick accurate method, using either the specific 
conductivity of the acid fixture, or the change in conductiv­
ity upon neutralization "sJith aismoniiin hydroxide, has "been 
developed for the analysis of fixtures of fornic acid with 
acetic and other volatile fatty acids. 
The ti^ o factors are quite unlike in that the sore 
highly ionized the acid, the greater its specific conductiv­
ity and the less its change in specific conductivity upon 
neutralization. 
Three dimensional diagrams have "been constructed for 
the interpretation of the data. From a study of these dia­
grams eqiiations have been developed for the calculation of 
the percentage of fomic acid in a mixture. 
The percentages so calculated are less in error than 
those obtained by the methods ordinarily in use at the pres­
ent tiae. 
The nethod promises to be valuable with mixtures other 
than those already tested. 
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